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distinct or only occasional modifications of initial y and r ; com-

pare I, originally written hi and xl.

Sonant stops were not heard finally; surds between vowels

were frequently heard as sonants : mib-al for mip-al, beg-ibax

for bek-ibax. These phenomena may partly be due to Indo-

European apperception, but they seem to have some Porno

foundation, as mit becomes mir-al, evidently for mid-al. Dr.

Barrett also writes no final g, d, or b.

Words most frequently begin with consonants. Three words

out of four end in a vpjfei, which may be taken also as the

proportion in stems. This fact alone accounts for much trans-

parence of woj(J structure. At least k, tc, t, p, n, m, x, 1, r occur

finally.

Tjfrere is no system of vowel mutations, but the vowel of a

suffis is sometimes assimilated to that of the stem, especially in

verbg. Thus -hiba, preterite, becomes diko-hoba, garma-haba,

kuhvhuba, o'ane-heba.

Tji, eye, becomes yu-xa, eye-water, tears

The accent of words is rather well marked. In nouns it fre-

quently falls on the last syllable : balai', blood, qala'l, liver, cima',

ear, xawa's, chin, masa'n, terrible, musu', hair. This would be

impossible in Yuki. In verbs the accent is generally on the stem

syllable, irrespective of the number of affixes.

GRAMMATICAL METHODS.

Internal modifications of stems do not occur as an expression

of grammatical form. Reduplication is either etymological or

confined to a few parts of speech, such as verbs, in which it

expresses repetition or continuation. Position is pretty well

fixed, the verb coming last, the object after the subject, a pos-

sessive noun, adverb, or subordinate clause before its grammatical

regent. The principal means of grammatical expression is, as

in most languages, affixation. Infixes have not been found;

suffixes are more numerous than prefixes, but in the verb the

latter are both frequent and important. About seventy-five

affixes have been determined. Of these a third are verbal prefixes

and a third verbal suffixes.
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NOUNS.

The noun is formally as undeveloped in Porno as in most

American languages. Its principal affixes are a long series of

adverbial postpositions or locative case-endings.

-u, in

xam, in, into

-bai, in

-kate, at, to, by, near

-a, -ya, at

•n, to

-mil, to

-1, -alal, -nalal, to, toward

•awa, from, in

-w-ina, on

-yu, under

-xo-wa, before

-na-uwa, behind

-ki, for

-imak, in company with

-i, -ya, -iyai, with, by means of

Examples

:

me-awa, from here

ba-y-awa, from there

me-a, here, at this

xale-na, on tree

bihyatsuxai-yai, with fingers

bo-1, westward

gayu-1, upward

dano-nalal, up-hill-ward

mo-bai, in a hole

gai-na, on the ground

xo-xam, in the fire

xabe-wina, on the rock

xabe-yu, under rock

xabe-i, with a stone

bihya-i, with the hand

musu-i, with hair

xai-yai, with a stick

tce-una, on a chair

Ga-u, in the house

Ga-kate, next to the house

Ga-xowa, before the house

Ga-nauwa, behind the house

ga-u-wawa, inside, indoors

ga-u-waki, from in the house

hegibax napo-mil, to their own town

wi-wina k>k-a, fell on me
gayu-lal galina-lal, up to the sky
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As will be seen, these endings are suffixed also to pronouns,

demonstratives and adverbs. When an enclitic demonstrative

follows the noun, this particle and not the noun receives the

case-ending.

mo-he-bai, in the hole

xa-he-bai, in the water

la-he-mak, together with the sun

xo-he-mil, into the fire

masan-ek-himak,*** with a white man

Such locative endings as these are common in Central Cali-

fornian languages, but are usualty accompanied by two or three

syntactical case-suffixes, as in Yuki, Maidu, Wintun, Yokuts,

Miwok, and Shasta. In Porno, syntactical case-suffixes are absent,

except on names of persons and terms of relationship, which

share a possessive -ibax and perhaps an objective -al with pro-

nouns and demonstratives.

wimaca-ibax Ga, my father-in-law's house

sulig* am-ibax oa, Sulig* am's house

A vocative of terms of relationship is formed by -a.

mex-a, older brother!

tsets-a, mother's brother!

Expression of plurality in the noun by a suffix is confined

to a few nouns denoting persons. The plural of animate nouns

is usually expressed through accompanying demonstrative

elements.

person, Gauk, pi. hiba-ya

woman, da, pi. o'ara-ya; ya-G<ara, deserted wife

old woman, da-G*ara, pi. maG'atcur-a.

old man, butsi-gi, pi. butsi-a, butsi-yaya

young man, cela, pi. cela-ya

relatives, G< ametcgi-a

PRONOUNS.

The Porno pronoun is typically Central Californian. It is

never incorporated, has no abbreviated or affix form, is syntacti-

cally a noun, and shows a regular development for person,

number, and case. As in Yuki, there is no real third person,

demonstratives being used.

*6a The h of -himak probably represents an aspiration of the preceding
k. Compare notes 49 and 50.
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For instance, wima-mex, my older-brother. The ordinary

possessives are used only when possession is to be emphasized:

two persons, each denying the relationship of the other to a third

person, might say. wax mex ba e
T
my older-brother he-is.

DEMONSTRATIVES.

Demonstratives are numerous, frequently used, and important

in Porno. Me is this, u that. Ba, that, is more common and

more indefinite than u, being often best translated by the English

article, though almost always somewhat more specific of refer-

ence. It is used alone or added to u as u-ba. The apparently

contradictory form me-ba has also been found, perhaps for

me-baya, this there. An unexplained demonstrative ku-ba also

occurs. Me, this, is the base of the pronouns of the third person

singular, formed by the addition of -p for males and -t for

females. For "it, " me, this, or ba, that, is used, if expression

is necessary. The original demonstrative form, and probably

meaning, of the sex-differentiated forms, are better preserved in

mep, met, indicating nearness ; mip and mit appear to be modi-

fications of these, with corresponding modification of meaning

from demonstrative to pronominal significance, as is indicated

not only by their expressing distance as opposed to the proximity

of mep and met, but by their being less specifically endowed with

deiktic reference of any kind. This development of quasi-pro-

nominal forms from the demonstrative expressing proximity is

interesting because unusual. In Yuki and Yokuts the indefinite

demonstrative of distance fulfills the function of the. pronoun

of the third person
;
just as Latin ille, not hie, grow into Romance

the and he.

The demonstratives not only take the numerous locative and

instrumental case-suffixes, but, together with the personal pro-

nouns, are the chief recipients of the objective suffix -al and the

possessive -ibax. This restriction of use of these two syntactical

case-suflSxes differentiates them in character from the correspond-

ing case-endings of for instance Yuki, Maidu, and Yokuts. The

length of -ibax makes it look little like a genuine syntactical

case. The objective -al may be related to the directive-termina-
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tive -1 or -alal. The possessive has also a benefactive meaning

:

wa-x is my or for me.

me hee, this one

u gai he, that land

u-ba gai he, that land

mep ba hikiba, he-is-the-one-who it did

ii-ba-ya, there

u-mip, he, distant

o-he-mip, he, more distant

o-ya ba ihiba, there it was
o-G<ai, that-one too

me-G( ai, this-one also

u-ba-G<a balai ba e, there blood that is

me ba balai he e G<ida-G<ida-k, that blood is red

dakir u-ba Gauk e, great that man is

u-ba mi-kate hee, that one by you
u-ba-ibax, his

ku ba sandia hee dabekmakme, those melons divide ye!

The ordinary demonstratives precede the noun; but he and

ek follow and are more or less enclitic. He, or hee, means the

or this ; its omission makes the noun translatable by its English

equivalent with the indefinite article a.

When an animate noun is subject of a transitive verb, he

alone is not used with it. Either the personal pronoun must be

added, forming a tautological he-mip; or ek, yek, is postposed.

In the plural ek is replaced by the quasi-pronominal bek, to

which it is no doubt related either in origin or by analogy. Bek

is not confined to the subjective, and shows the form bek-al and

bek-ibax.

o-ba gai he, that land

o-he-mip, he, distant

kui hee, not that one!

tee hee, which one?

uba hee, that one

mibax noaha hee da mi mara, your knife do you like?

winhawa yek wi kadakhiba, my friend me cut

masa'n 6k G*ai hi'ntil 6k G<ai wa guma kilmawakhiba, white-man
and Indian we fought-together

ha bekal kilwahiba, I them fought

ba masan he mip wi kadakhiba, that white-man he me cut

me xa hee dakir xa-mo'-e, this water very deep is

ba' ha masa'n hee gutcia-i pakd'hoba, that I white-man the knife-

with stabbed

mex bek wi marakiaika, my-elder-brothers they me like

mex milbax ek wi marakiale, my-elder-brothers one-of-them me likes
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Tko onoi^io ha i« nn Hmiht related to hi, hi-bax, he-k-ibax,

his own, their own. Perhaps the reflexive k'e-hei, self, is also

related to he. Ba-bax, his, bek-ibax, their, contrast with hi-bax,

he-k-ibax.

mi-p hi-bax Gawi di-ko-y-a, he struck his own boy
mi-p ba-bax Gawi di-ko-y-a, he struck his (ejus) boy

mi-p mip-ibax Gawi di-ko-y-a, he struck his (ejus) boy

bek heg-ibax Gawi di-ko-yak-i, they struck their own boy

Hi has sometimes relative force: iG*anxa gunula hemip hi

hola kidi-1-ba xabe-na pidiakele, then Coyote he which sack he-

carried rock-on broke.

The element hi also occurs in combination with bek when

relatives by marriage (except brothers-in-law or sisters-in-law)

are addressed or spoken of. As already mentioned, such rela-

tives address each other throughout with plural forms as a sign

of respect. Bek would therefore take the place of ek; but the

form usually found is hi-bek, or hi-bek-al. Use of singular ek or

yek implies that the marriage has terminated in a separation.

If however the wife has died, her husband continues to address

her relatives with the respectful hi-bek. Such forms seem even

to take the place of personal pronouns : bekal, them, meaning

you, much like German Sic.

wimaca yekal, my ex-parent-in-law

wimaca hibekal, my parent-in-law, or parent of my dead wife

bekal hane, parent-in-law, say!

kanhimi mal butsigi hibekal, say, ye old-man them (say, father-in-

law!)

Besides hi, u is sometimes combined with bek

:

kanhimi ubek, say, my daughter-in-law!

kanhimi wimaca hubek, say, my mother-in-law!

The use of the plural in this connection does not however go

beyond demonstrative and inflectional elements. Only singular

noun stems and verb steins are used. Thus, mal da-G*ara hibekal,

ye old-woman them, not mao*atcura, old women; gok-mi,

"stehen Sie," a singular stem with plural ending, as compared

with gok-im, "stehe du," and pilik-mi, "stehet ihr!"

Enclitics or suffixes expressing indefiniteness are -G*a, -lal,

-ula, -laye. Informants translate these by "kind" or "sort."
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Kuyula, others, seems to be kui, not, and -ula, kind, -laye seems

to be most specifically indefinite.

haiu-laye wi G ( anehiba, some dog me bit

daiawal-ula, young women, young-woman-kind

masa'n-ulu, masan G*omtsa-la, whites, plural of masan, white-man

kaiu-la mipal G'aneheba, dog-kind them bit

ha masan-ula-1 ganud.ed-elhiba, I a-white-man (or, to-the-whites)

was telling something.

Other indefinites are mil-bax, one of, selected from; kumu,

all; G'omtsa, many; dolema, several, literally four-five, dol-lema.

Xon-al is one another, objective.

oau G'omtsa Ka, people many died

Gau nudal-dal-a G'omtsa e, persons dead many are (lying about)

wal gumu lia-y-eg<a, we all shall-die

dolema pit 'ahaba G^araya, several there-were women
wax haiu mil-bax ek wi G'ania, one of my dogs bit me
buragal G* ai ha guta'haba bice' G*ai xotc, bice he mil-bax ha gali

g6'xhiba, bear I saw deer also two, deer of-them I one shot

INTERROGATIVES.

^riterrogatives, also used as indefinites and relatives, are am,

^t %d tee. Am is who?, what?, something, which, someone, he

who. Ki-a is who? Tce-he is which one? tce-a, somewhere,

where ?

ha am boolhiba, I something was hunting

kia da ba, who is thatf

kia da mi kadake, who you cut!

tee hee, which one?

me hee, this one

am ba da ma marakiala, what-for that you likef

masan ki am yeheka, he has done something wonderful

tee xabe hee da baten-e, which rock is the largest!

ha am xadim milbax ha sididiGi, I what biting of I swallow

am Gauk da ma gar-k-a, what-kind-of-a person do you see?

ADJECTIVES.

The adjective is more frequently found in duplicated form

than any other part of speech. An attributive ending is -k,

which is no doubt the same suffix as a -k making nouns of verbs.

Adjective stems used as predicates seem to end in -k-i or -e,

—

which is possibly a slurring of the verbal present tense-suffix -a,

sometimes heard as -e. Many adjectives show neither ending.
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e, ha haiu Gf ida-G<ida-k gar-hiba, yes, I saw a red dog

wax haiu hee GUda-GUda-ki, my dog is red

haiu pit'au, a white dog

ha pit 'auw-e, I am white

Ga-hiem-k, one who watches a house (compare ga-hiem-xale, house-

watcher, as a permanent occupation)

xo batm ha garhifca, fire large I saw
pit'au-k bawg g^ it is the white one

gili-gili-k, black

ADVERBS.
Adverbs and conjunctions, so far as expressed by separate

words, call for little comment. Interrogation is expressed by the

particle da, at the head of the sentence, or preceding the pro-

nouns. The negative is similarly expressed by kui, and not by

any affix of the verb. Le occurs in optative phrases translated

by "let us." Conjunctions answering to English "and" and

"or" are G*ai, postposed, and he, preposed. Both often occur in

pairs, like English both . . . and, either ... or. There are no

connectives or introductory particles corresponding to those

which are so important in Yuki and Washo. This lack of intro-

ductory words is so complete as to make it difficult to separate

one sentence from the next in texts.

da, interrogation

kui, no, not

e, yes

le, optative

min, thus (cf. me, this)

isa, thus

maco, like

dakere, very (dakir, great, extreme, adj.)

si, very, strongly, fast, hard

ikwita, perhaps

bitemayau, always

namk', always, constantly

tibalG^mak, often

Co, now
to, now, immediate future

co-a-da-mal, to-day (da, sun)

to-a-da-wal, to-day

da-ka, yesterday

duwe-m, to-morrow (duw-ina, at night)

dok, long ago, sometime, ever

yu, already

yu-1, a while ago

ya-yu, for a time

yu pa, again
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NUMERALS.

The numerals in all the Porno dialects have been given in

Dr. Barrett's paper in this series, and analyzed in a comparative

paper on the numeral systems of California.48 The Porno

numeral system seems to be quinary-vigesimal, and the Porno

territory to be the center of an area in northern California over

which this system has to some extent spread; but in the higher

numbers, on the other hand, the Porno vigesimal method has in

some dialects yielded before the influence of the decimal counting

of neighboring people. The adverbial numeral is formed by -nai,

" times.'

'

xote-i-nai, twice

lema-nai, five times

VERBS.

The Porno verb is completely non-pronominal, that is, non-

incorporative.

It seems that in most American languages using both prefixes

and suffixes, the affixes to the verb, barring pronominal elements,

tend to precede the stem when they are comparatively concrete

or non-formal in significance, and to follow it as they are more

purely grammatical or modal. Porno is no exception. Adverbial

and instrumental ideas are embodied in prefixes, conceptions of

tense, mode, and number in suffixes.

Many affixes are readily distinguished as such ; but there are

some elements whose nature, whether affix or stem, is uncertain.

Di and be have the appearance of being affixes denoting singu-

larity or plurality of the object of the verb ; but it is more likely

that they are indefinite stems, meaning to move one and to move

several, which are used in verbal complexes whose specific force

is due more to their affixes than to these stems. A similar con-

trasting pair are -p and -m, appearing to refer respectively to

position, pointing, or intransitiveness, and to motion, putting,

or transitiveness.

48 R. B. Dixon and A. L. Kroeber, Numeral Systems of the Languages
of California, American Anthropologist, n.s., IX, 676, 686, 1907.
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ha Ga,u-du-di-kil-hiba, I drove-(him)-in-repeatedly

ha G^u-au-be kil-hiba, I drove-(them)-in-repeatedly

wa Gau-du-di kima, we drove- (him) -in

wa Gau-du-be-kima, we drove- (them) -in

mi ha Gau-du-di-kil-hiba, thee I drove-in-repeatedly

mal h& Gau-du-be-kil-hiba, you I drove-in-repeatedly

wi bihya-xam ba ca-di-m-im, me hand-in that shove-through!

wi bihya-xam ba ca be-m-im, me hands in that shove-through!

bo-1 ca-be-p-ki-ini, west point-them!

ca-di-p-ki-m, move it, point it!

ca-di-m-ki-m, move it, cause it to travel!

Some affixes occur in contrasting pairs: kul-, gur; di-, co-;

di-, ke-; -1, -k; -ma, -ki.

Adverbial prefixes are the most loosely connected with the

verb, and sometimes are heard as separate words. Thus oa-u-,

or ga-u-, in, into, and Ga-1 or ga-1, into, to or in the house, are

evidently formed from Ga, house, and the case-suffixes -u, in, and

-I, to. The terminative or directive -1 appears also in xo-1-, out;

compare the adverb xo, out. Ku-1- and li-1-, away, off, probably

show the same element. This is the more probable from the fact

that, excepting these -1- forms and two prefixes gur- and mar-

showing -r-, all ascertained prefixes, whether adverbial or instru-

mental, end in vowels.

Ga-u-, ga-u-, in, into

Ga-1-, ga-1-, in house, to house, into

xo-1-, out

li-1, away
ku-1, away
ku-r, gur, toward

mar-, down
gayu-, up

xamal-, back

tsa-, away
ca~, through

ma-, across, opposite

Examples

:

gur-uhu-m, come here!

le xamal-pil-iba, let us go back!

gal-uhu-i ha, I went home
ca-t

J
ol-im, punch it through!

lil-ani a, threw it (away)

kul-ani-m, throw it away!

me-a gur-ma-hu-m, here come-across!

o-ya lil-ma-hu-m, there go-across!
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dadai xol-pili-mi, on-the-path go-ye-off!

gur-ma-biki-m, face here!

kul-ma-gadi-ba, let us run across to there

mar-pile-li, they went down
gayu-gap-ki, jumped up

Gal-oho-le, come home
me-a xol-pili-a, here they-came

bek tsa-pili-a, they went-away

The terms of direction co, east, bo, west, yo, south, kuhu-,

north, may be included among prefixes, as they are at times fused

with the verb-stem.

ha co-hu-bae, I am going east (uhu, go)

This is however not always the case.

ha bo am boo-1-hiba, I in-the-west something was-hunting

Gayu, up, is also both independent adverb and prefix.

Instrumental prefixes are numerous. There seem to be

several that have not yet been positively determined. They

specify actions performed with parts of the body, with spatial

parts of objects or objects of certain shape, and with objects of

certain properties, such as softness. They are of course used

almost entirely with stems denoting motion or dynamic actions.

di-, with something round

co-, with something long

pi, with an edge moving broadside (ax)

ga-, with an edge drawn lengthwise

o'a-, with two edges, with the teeth

si-, with the mouth, with the tongue

du-, da- with the hand, with the fingers

mi-, ma-, with the hand, with the foot

ba-, with the head or parts of the head
pa-, with the end, point

ki-, with a hard thing

gu-, with a soft thing

ca-, with the end or point (— ca-, through)

The following seem to denote not the instrument but the

object of the action.

di-, a round object (cf. instrumental di-)

kV, a long object

In this connection may also be mentioned an element pu>,

found in several verbs denoting breathing ; though whether it is

instrumental prefix or stem is not certain.
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Examples

:

ha mi xai-yai co-ol-bae, I you stick-with will-throw-at

co-xa, to saw, cut with a long object

ha mip-al xabe-i di-ko-hoba, I Mm stone-with struck

di-dak-g* a, split, as one stone with another

pi-xa, to cut with an ax, chop

pi-t 'ap-ki-a, slapped, skinned, chipped off

pi-dak-g*a, split

ga-xa, to cut or saw off with a knife

ga-xar-a, shaves off

ga-gap-ki, to split by pressing with a knife

G< a-wa-1-hiba, ate, chewed

G ( a-ne-hiba, bit

G* a-xa, to cut with scissors

G* a-tadadak, flatten with the teeth

tr a-Dec-Ki, cut off a soft object with the teeth, with scissors, or by
rolling a wheel over it

si-G^al-a, licks it off

si-wor-ki-m, stir it with the tongue!

du-tadadak, squeeze flat with the fingers

du-dak-G( a, split with finger-nails

du-t'a, touch with hand or fingers

da-G<al-a, rubs off with hand
du-yi, count, teach, show
mi-yi, count

mi-sax-ki-hiba, kicked

ma-hut-k]
;
break by pressure of feet

ma-las-ki, crush with the foot

ma-tadadak, flatten with the foot

ma-lat-ki, crush with the hand

ma-wor-ki-m, stir with the foot!

ba-ko-hoba, butted, hit with the head

ba-gap-ki, split with the teeth, by peeking with the bill

ba-t'a, touch with the head or tongue

ba-t.a, tell

ba-qo, tell

ba-tsan, preach

ba-yi, teach

pa-ko, stab

pa-les-ki, crush as with a pestle

ki-tadadak, flatten with a stick

ki-luk-hiba, rubbed it on with a stick or brush

ki-les-ki, to smear with a hard object

ki-G* el-a, rubs off with a board

gu-luk-hiba, rubbed it on with a rag

gu-G< al-a, wipes it off with skin, rags, paper, or meat

ca-t'a-m, touch it with the end!

di-ma, to hold a round object

k 'e-ma, to hold a long object

k'e-la, carries a long one
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A prefix gado- seems to denote "with the shoulder," while

the noun kidi, back, is used both as a prefix and as a verb mean-

ing to carry on the back, much as in English we " shoulder M a

burden.

gado-la, carry an object on the shoulder

bihya-xam ba gado-mi, hand-on that hold-ye!

kidi-la, carry an object on the back

kidi-ga, hold on the back

gau-kidi-m, carry it indoors on your back!

Suffixes express tense and mode and make verbal nouns. There

are also a transitive, a causative, a frequentative ; four suffixes of

number ; and, strange to say, a suffix with the meaning *

' around,

'

7

where one would expect a prefix. It is likely that the real

or former meaning of this suffix was modal, not spatial. The

suffixes of number in transitive verbs refer to the subject and

not the object. The suffixes of tense and mode follow the others.

There seems to be no inchoative, the independent verb bayipki,

begin, being used as an auxiliary. While the fact that the

speaker makes his statement on the authority of others is

expressed by the suffix -li, a particle xa usually also accompanies

such statements.

-1, singular subject

-k, -aki, plural subject

-ki, singular subject (less frequent)

-ma, plural subject (Iqss frequent)

-mli, -mal, around

-kil, frequentative, continuative

-ki
T
-xi, transitive

-G<a, -G*era, causative

-a, present, immediate past

-hiba, past

-hi, past, less frequently used

-eG<a, future

-bae, purposive future, conditional intentive

-kima, usitative past, continuative perfect

-ne, -ni, apparentative, "must have"
-nki, putative

-li, quotative, "dubitative"

-kile, past (quotative?)

-aeli, conditional

-m, imperative

-mi, imperative, plural subject

-xale, agent, habitual
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'k
>
a
jent, verbal noun, attributive adjective

"e
> "*-i, predicative adjective

-V{> "rila, if, until
'wit% although
"gaia after
-mak

)javei | \> e provided with

Example .

G ' a_iw
a-ik-mi, eat ye!

wa "^i G* a-wa-ik-a, we food eat

mai YR G t a .wa-i-ej food I eat
wi mj

ira-ki-aik-a, me they like

ha mWki-al-a, I like-them
ba u mara-haba, that me pleased
Zok-a,

it dropped!
*ok 'ai

ie, it must have fallen

tce-ai^- nQ11v a wo po.ko.jr.aiii, ^Kat kind-of man (interrog.) you

stab-would?

pa-ko-yeQ^a, will stab

ha pa-ko-y-aeli-hiba, I would-have-stabbed him

wi sinem-pila, I if-had-been-able

wi da ma gar-a, me do you see?

wi da ma gar-ma, me do you (father-in-law) see?

wa mi gar-ma, we thee see

ha mal gar-ki-ba, I you q&w
xa am nis yehek-li, i.t-'is-said something evil he-has-done

wa bici kil-G< a-yaki-M, we a-deer hang-made
cik-ma, they sav
ha cik-a J said

m*V am boo 1-aeli, he something could-hunt

mih xa am boo-li, he it-is-said something hunted

bek am boo-yaki-a, they hunted
bek xa am boo-yake-li, they hunted, they say

ha kuhul-uhu-bae, I north-go-will

ha G<ai am boo-yea* a, I also something hunt-shall

m i]> am guhu-nki, he something is-reported-to-be-eating

me-a duci Duragai wal-ine, here some-time-ago bear must-have-passed

guma-kil-ma-wa-k-hiba, fought together

mal-inki, is going about (without having been seen)

gaki-G<a, make sit down
gap-ki-o*a, cause to jump
guhu-xi, make eat

kilwa-xi, make him fight

kil-ma-wa-k-G*a-bae, will make them fight

yiba-mak, has a tail

a-mak, it has horns

pidik-a, it is dark

pidik-a-yeG* a, it is getting dark, it will soon be dark

pidi-pida-nki, it looks dark

wa gap duhye-ki-bae, we jumping cease-will
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ha am boo-1 duhye-bae, I hunting cease-will

ha mi mer-G* a-bae, I you lie-cause-will, I will leave you here

ha mi ba d-ed.e-l-kil-hiba, I you that told-continually

wa mi d-ed.e-ik-a, or d-ed.e-yaki-a, we you tell

wi am bayi-1-xale, me something teaches-who, my teacher

wal am bayi-k-xale, our teachers

bek wi bayi-k-a, they me teach

ha si-hyil-k-hiba, I vomited

wa pucul-m-a, we blow

durhiG* a-y-aki-a, they cheated

xo-kidi-mli-m ba, fire-carry-around that!

da ma wi-nalal gur-ak-aG<a, will you me-to carry-itf

yowa-1 kide~G r a-in, carry it down!

Gaw-uhu-m, enter thou!

Gau-pili-mi, enter ye!

ha gai-na mer-G<aki-hi, I ground-on lay-down

h ha yu guhu-hu, yes I already have-eaten

gamal-kil-hi, he eat continually

bek oa-uwa tsa-pili-hi, they home-from away-went

wi xapid-a-nki, I am sorry

wi xapid.a-pi, please

ha xapid.a-ki-al-hiba, I pitied

wi xapid»a-ki-aik-mi, me pity-ye!

G*awi yo-G*a-m, boy become-mako-yourself!

mip G'awi yo-kil-hiba, he boy beeamc-always

kil-a, it hangs

xale-na ha kil-hiba, tree-on I hung
xale-na ha teasulem kil-G<a-haba, tree-on I a-rope hung
xale-na ha k'ehei kil-G<a-ki-hiba, tree-on I self made-to-hang

ma wi manak-akwi-pila, you me pay-not-if

wi mara-ki-al-pi mip, toadamal wi hetc-bae, me likes-if he
;
to-day

me visit-will

xa xa mipal-wina ne-mle-li, water it-is-said him-over covered-around

wi lil-uhu-o^-m, let me go!

wi ba-ya lil-uhu-no-heba, I was going there (said if action was
invisible, as through blindness)

Ga-hiem-xale, permanent house-watcher

Ga-hiem-k, occasional house-watcher

da ma hiem-kima, did you formerly-always-watch-it?

cak-im wax, kill-it for-me!

ha buragal Gox-witca ha com-hiba, I bear flhot-at-though I missed

ha mi manak-bae wi ma baqo-pila, I you pay-will me you inform-if

ha mi manak-pila, di ma wi baqo-y-aele, I you paid-if, you me
inform-couldf

ha pa-sax-ki-gaia ha kul-uhu-huba, I hit-after I off-went

me-a dad-ui-mal-im, here creep-around!

wa mi gar-ma-kima-haba xaiumi, we you saw-constantly formerly

ha dok G*omtsa mel-kil-hiba intca ha butsegi yu e to, I formerly

much used-to-know but I old-man already am now
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Occasionally the tense suffix is detached from the verb and

added to the negative kui or akui.

ha yul buragal com-witca lia kui-hiba oox, I formerly a^Dear missed-

but I not-did shoot

The reciprocal is expressed by the plural suffix -ma, sometimes

with xon-al added.

ba ki xonal da-bek-ma-kima, they used to parcel out to one another

xonal wa kil-ma-wa-k-hiba, we fought each other

masan-ek-G< ai hintil-dk-G* ai wa guma-kil-ma-wa-k-hiba, white-man-

and Indian-both we fought-each-other

Duplication is not so common in the verb as in the adjective,

but is not infrequent. It indicates repetition or continuation;

duplication of only part of the stem—reduplication—does not

seem to be usual.

wi ganu-ganuk-im, speak to me!

Gauk mudal-dal-a G*omtsa e, many people are dead
wa gumu mudal-dal-aka-oG<a

f
we all shall die.

d-ed-e-1-a, tells

maru-maru-m, tell myths!

mati-mati-ki-m, fill it full!

wi pira-pira-nij fan me quickly! (wi pili-m, fan me!)

da mi xadu-xadum.a, do you dream?
xa-tsibo-tsibok-pila, water-bubbles-if

ha gap-ki-a^ I jump! ha gap-gap-ki-a, I make several jumps

wa gap^ma, gap-gap-ma, we ibid.

There are instances that resemble incorporation of the noun-

object, but they cannot be positively set down as such. The

object often immediately precedes the verb ; it is unmarked by a

case-suffix ; and like most words it commonly ends in a vowel and

therefore readily runs into one sound-complex with the following

verb without actually being united with it.

xo-kidi-mli-m ba
?
fire-carry around that!

xai-kil-G*a, stick-hang-make, to institute a dance

xai-bat-en-kil-G<a yake-le, make a big dance

xai-dakal-ake-le, finished dancing

There are also instances of what appear to be compound verbs,

but which are perhaps only two verbs in juxtaposition, the first

lacking tense-mode suffixes and in subordination to the second.

sima-negi-m, sleep! sleep-go-to!

sima-mer-hiba, sleeping lay
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The following verbs show different stems in singular and

plural. There are no doubt others. Those that are transitive are

usually used in the plural form if the object is plural. Verbal

suffixes of plurality, on the other hand, refer to the subject even

in transitive verbs.

die, mudal, plural mudal-dal, lia

kill, duli, dut., plural cak

eat, guhu, plural o*a-wa

stand, gok, yuhu, g<o, plural pil, G<ula

sit, ga, plural napo

lie, mer, plural gudem, pid

hang, kil, plural liki, pubi

give, diG<a, plural sixa, silax

run, aga, plural gadi

walk, wal, mal, plural pil

go, uhu, plural pili

hold, ma, plural subject, sa

Certain verbs, especially of mental or physiological action,

are used with their subject in the objective case unless they *tre

specially provided with the transitive suffix. This is one of the

specific features in which Porno resembles Yuki.

wi mi mara', I like you

ha mi mara-ki-al-a, I like you
wi si-hyil-a-eG^a-nki, I feel that I shall vomit

ha si-hyil-bae, I will make myself vomit

COMPOSITION AND DERIVATION.

The list of adverbs that has been given shows that there is

derivation in Porno. The process is not conspicuous in the

language because its function in the verb is nearly filled by the

adverbial-instrumental prefixes which have been discussed among

grammatical elements, and because in the noun composition

appears largely to take the place of derivation. Compounds like

yu-xa, eye-water, cima-mo, ear-hole, xa-hola, day-sack, bihya-

tsuxai, hand-fingers, xama-tsuxai-hrik, toe-nails, are frequent.

Affixes deriving nouns from substantival or verbal stems, such

as are important in Yuki and in many other languages, have not

been found. Hya is wind or blow, bati arrow or shoot, kidi back

or carry. The order of composition is the most common
American one: the determining noun precedes, the determining
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verb follows, the regent noun : xa~t-om, waves ; xai-tada-tada-ya,

stick-flat, boards; q'us-dalutcgi, baby-wrap, placenta. That

noun-composition is of much importance, is evident from words

denoting parts of the body. Hya, bone, kidi, back, kidi-hya,

back-bone; t'a, buttocks, t
?

a-mo, anus; g*o or g'o-mo, navel;

tsi'me, hair, fur, ai-tsi'me, pubic hair, ui-tsi'me, eye-lash; ui-kui,

eye-brow, ui-mo, face. Bihya, hand, perhaps contains mi-, with

the hand or foot, and hya, bone; xama, foot, may contain the

element ma-, synonymous with mi-. Da-G (

ol is kidney, ya-o'ol

testicle. Tsida is skin, xa-tsida mouth, xa-tsutsu beard.

Mi-hya-kabo, throat, suggests hya, wind, blow. Names of animals

show some reduplication; gigi, otter, ba-zim-zim, chipmunk.

Noun-stems can be used as verbs, and verb-stems as nouns ; maru

is both a myth and to tell myths; xo, fire, xo-ki, to make fiery,

to become angry ; na-sima-gaiai, rear-sleep-place-of , rear-bed-

room, from na, back of house, opposite door, sima, to sleep, and

probably instrumental -yai, of gai, earth.

VERB STEMS.

The following verb stems or near-stems have been determined.

Some of these can occur without adverbial and instrumental

prefixes; others have been found only in connection with these

prefixes. Some stems are of quite indefinite meaning, depending

for their specific meaning on an instrumental prefix. Thus ba-ko

to butt, pa-ko to stab, mi-ko to kick, di-ko to strike with a round

or square object; ba-yi to teach, mi-yi to count, du-yi to show,

teach, or count. Other stems are limited, without any prefixes,

to actions performed on certain classes of objects, as an, to throw

a long or flat object, ban, to throw a small or round object.

Others which appear to be limited instrumentally, are so prob-

ably only in translation : ak and ap, to carry in the hand and to

carry in the arms, probably mean to carry a small object and

to carry a long or large one.

aga, run (sing.) ban, throw a round object, put

ak, carry in the hand bar, babar, deceive

an, throw a long or flat object bas, rub, smudge
ap, carry in the arms or held bati, shoot

against the body bayipki, begin
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bee, cut off

bili
;
suck, eat mush

bo ', boo, hunt

bol, pour

bot, shatter, split by throwing;

cak, eaka, kill (plur. obj.)

cal, visit

caina, say no, dissuade

cik, say

cok, hear

com, shoot at, miss

cudim, come

sup 'at, jerk off

dad-ui, creep

dak, split

da-ko, catch

dal, break up by pounding

dawi, stuff, put in

deo< , take, carry

didik, stop

di-G<a, give (sing, obj.)

dika, start to

diG% diq, swallow

doc, strike

dop, cut off

duhye, stop, cease

duix, urge

duli, dut., kill (sing, obj.)

dur-hi, du-dur, cheat

dut«, tie up, roll up

d-aq, mash
d«ed.e, tell

djo, peck

ga, sit (sing.)

gadi, run (plur,)

ganuk, speak (cf. ni, nu.)

gap, split

gap, jump
gar, see

gik, jab, strike

gubi, put in

gudem, lie (plur. of animate

beings)

guden, shoot (plur.)

guhu, eat (sing, obj.)

gule, complete, do entirely

guta, find, see

Ga-ma, Ga-ki, sit (sing.)

oodo, roll

gox, shoot and hit

ma-Gox, shout

o<a, gamble

G<a, fill, be full

G<ada, hate

G'al, wipe, rub off

<*'*,], lift

G* ana, ^rive

G*atc, whittle off

G( a-wa, eat (plmr. obj.) cf.

g< a, full

G*a-wim, build house

g*o, gok, stand, be (sing, of

inanimate objects)

G*oki, drink

G'ula, stand (plur.)

hetc, visit, see, look

hiem, watch

ho, draw up, bunch

hu, do

hut, crack, split, shatter

hya, blow, be wind

hyek, end

hyil, vomit

kadi, come, reach, go

ki, pick up, lift, carry, bring

kia, dance

kidi, carry on back

kil, be hanging (sing.)

ko, strike

kul, fear

k 'em, be, continue

k'iuk, cool

la, carry

lat, mash
lekida, glad

les, smear, flatten, mash
lex, melt, dissolve

lia, die, dead (plur.)

liki, hang (plur.; trans, arid

intrans,)

lorn, make noise

lox, tie, roll up

Iuk, rub on

Jok, drop in

ma, hold (sing, subj.)

ma-bi, ma-yap, face, look

madi, fill tight, jam
maoa, search, look for
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mak, raise a liquid

mal,— wal

mad.u, suck blood

mana-k, pay
inaru, tell traditions

niaxar, try

me, know
mer, lie (siag.)

mihyam, be reJuetant, stingy

minam, fflfy fin

monc}o
;
pile up

Ihudal, die, dead

mumu, try

napo
?
sit (plur,)

ne, overflow, float

ne, bite

negi, nek, go to

ni, nu, say, speak

nu-wa, urge

ok, answer

ol, throw at

padi, swim
pawil, cur], wrap
pioak, come, appear

pid, lie (plur.)

pid-ak, pad-ak, break

pi-li, pi-ra, fan

pil, stand, walk (plur.)

pili, go (plur.)

pit'e, full

pu-cen, put 'am, take breath

pu-cul, blow

pu-G f a, whistle

pubi, hang (plur. of intrans.

subj. or trans, obj.)

pudi, steal

puhyt>, slow, slack (cf. hyek)

pusut, cool

qo, tie, make hang

ba-qo, tell

sa, hold (plur. subj.)

sam, make Are

sax, strike, hit

sima, sleep

sixa, silax, give (plur. obj.)

tadadak, flatten, squeeze

t'a, touch, overtake

t'ap, slap, skin, chip, split off,

whittle

t'es, cut off, whittle

t'ik, remain at

tsa, chew
ba-tsan, preach

tsari, be angry

tseixki, be sorry

tsibok, bubble

tsom, finish, die

bi-tcu, gnaw off

uhu, go, come (sing.)

wa, chew, eat (plur. obj.)

wa, wal, mal, walk, go, pass

wor, stir

xa, cut, cut off

xadum, dream
si-xal, cry

xapida, pity, be sorry

xar, shave

xaxak, ask, require

xe, sing

yehe, do

yi, teach, count, show

yo, become

yuhu, stand (sing.)

TEXT.

xa
it is said

D6k
Lon$ ago

xatunu'dal-G* ai tara'a' ai

a species of lizard and wasp

boo'-iake-le duw-i'na oai
hunted (pi.) night-at.

wi'axo baca'latso g' ai

Pleiades

napo'-kil-i ba-y-a'wa xa
town-continually-was. That-from it is said

xa cd-1 bice'

it is said east-ward deer

pidi'-k 'em-ide la ku'i

Dark continued, sun not

kui k Vm-kil-e bati'-ai

and not were. Arrow-witta
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xo-ba
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VERB SUFFIXES.

-ta, interrogative, usually enclitic to first word
-m, imperative, singular and plural

-ti, past and present

-tcaddi, future

-da, desiderative

-ka, -kai, causative

-tci, (?)

-ka, (!)

-n, (t)

It appears that while a large proportion of the grammatical

elements of the Northern and Eastern dialects are different, the

plan of structure is essentially the same in the two languages.


